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Dahua ip camera password reset tool

1. Will IP camera in web browser 2. Click on the Lost Password option? 3. The tip seems to confirm the reset of Select OK 4. The CD code will be displayed. This code must be scanned using a mobile app, or iDMSS or GDMSS on a mobile phone security code will be sent to an email that was set up at the time of the device's initialization,
the email will be shown partially below the iDMSS/gDMSS 1 code. Open the iDMSS/gDMSS Select 'Me' app at the bottom right of Screen 2. Select 'Password Security' 3. Select 'Reset Device Password' 4. Scan the qR code from the WebUI IP camera after scanning, in a few minutes you will receive an email with the security code 5.
Enter the security code into the WebUI camera, select the next camera password to be reset, and you can adjust the new password for the device Reset through the physical button Depending on the model of your IP camera, there may be a physical reset button on the camera's external body, or inside the body camera. (Example of
switch reset inside the body of the camera.) (Example of a switch reset on the camera case.) 1. Reset: Click the reset button for 5 seconds. 2. Serial Port Connection: Please use the connector and weld it on the packaging of the serial port Reset via ConfigCleaner 1. Find an IP camera online through ConfigTool and record it. 2. Enter the
IP address of the IP camera into the ConfigCleaner tool and tap Login. Hello everyone I recently bought 5 Dahua IPC-HDW4300C cameras, and thought it was a good practice to change the administrator account password from the administrator to something different on each of the cameras. Unfortunately, the changes do not seem to
take effect for some reason on any camera. 4 of the cameras still work for the administrator/administrator, but one of the cameras just won't log in with the administrator/administrator. I certainly tried admin / new password, 888888 / 888888, 666666 /666666. Nothing seems to be working. And of course, every time I enter the wrong
password 3 times it blocks the account and I have to wait 30 minutes. Any idea how can I get this particular camera back to factory relief? I read somewhere that there is a daily password generator, however I tried the formula posted by several people 8888 x x month x the last 2 digits of the year, bringing the last 6 digits to your
password.) and it didn't work either. I can't get support from anyone, Dahua just doesn't respond to emails. Thanks for not having the time to read this. Appreciate your time. JayKay OK was able to fix it. I had a Chinese seller online and he explained that I needed to open the camera and find the reset switch. Did it and everything was set
back to the factory by default. The only pain was that I then had to take the camera off my net, set up laptop to be on the same network 192.168.1.x as the camera before I could change its IP address to the one I wanted. Hello JayKay, You have more information on how to reset reset Factory by default? I just got a new IPC-HDW4300C,
but none of the default passwords (administrator: admin, 888888:888888) will allow me to inch the seller was unable to help and now recommends sending the camera back to China for replacement. I'd rather have a local reboot, but I haven't been able to find any information about it online. Thank you. Hi ruddj First, I believe my problem
occurred because I changed my password from the original administrator password to something quite too complicated, and maybe some of the characters I used in conflict with a set of characters recognized by the software/firmware. In any case, the advice I received from my (very helpful) Chinese seller, from his contact in Dahua, was
that it was impossible to reset the password without opening the camera. Sounds drastic, but with the right size screw drivers it's actually very simple. 1. Remove the 4 screws that hold the ball (the main body of the camera) into the base, you can find these screws by turning the camera upside down, and turn the base (screw action) until
you see each screw individually. 2. Once the base is removed, you can pull the ball out, and again you will find 3 screws that hold the ball together, remove those screws and open the ball. 3. Now you are inside the camera itself. See where the microphone wires conect to the print board and you'll see the black switch reset the next mic
contacts. 4. Now plug the camera so that it is always in force. And once on, press and hold the reset switch for 10 seconds. 5. That's a hard reset done, everything is now back to default. However, I would recommend you don't yet put the camera back together. The first connection to it using the webcam web interface log in with the
administrator: and the first thing you have to do (on all your cameras) is create a new user with an admin privalages, just incase you forgot the admin password or have a problem with it in the future. Small side of the note: After resetting my camera, I found that Dahua software can not find it in my network, which is 192.168.0.x, not the
camera 192.168.1.x range. To fix this I had to change my laptop's IP address to the 192.168.1.x range and then the software took the camera, I then changed the IP address camera that out of my network and everything was a good 6. Now that you're sure your camera is successfully reset, put it all back together and work. It all sounds
very long windward, and believe me trying to acquire all of the above knowledge took a lot of tinkering, but if you follow the instructions you will do in about 30 minutes. Good luck. Last edited by moderator: October 30, 2015 Thank you very much JayKay. It reset the password, and now I can access The only problem was when I changed
the device name all changed to Chinese and I had to do to do reset again. I'm very glad I took your advice not to meet right away. Thanks again for the great info. For me the work of this formula (8888 x day x month x the last 2 digits of the year, bringing the last 6 digits to your password.) on Dahua 5104 dvr, was the administrator of the
medallion and 888888, is now unlocket and I change all passwords by default. Thanks jaykay1975. eaceful: 8888 x day x month x last 2 digits of the year, resulting in the last 6 digits your password EX: 8888 x 26 x 12 x 15 x 41,595,840 and 595840 Hi ruddj First, I believe my problem arose because I changed my password from the
original admin password to something quite too complicated, and maybe some of the characters I used contradicted a set of characters recognized by the software/firmware. In any case, the advice I received from my (very helpful) Chinese seller, from his contact in Dahua, was that it was impossible to reset the password without opening
the camera. Sounds drastic, but with the right size screw drivers it's actually very simple. 1. Remove the 4 screws that hold the ball (the main body of the camera) into the base, you can find these screws by turning the camera upside down, and turn the base (screw action) until you see each screw individually. 2. Once the base is
removed, you can pull the ball out, and again you will find 3 screws that hold the ball together, remove those screws and open the ball. 3. Now you are inside the camera itself. See where the microphone wires conect to the print board and you'll see the black switch reset the next mic contacts. 4. Now plug the camera so that it is always in
force. And once on, press and hold the reset switch for 10 seconds. 5. That's a hard reset done, everything is now back to default. However, I would recommend you don't yet put the camera back together. The first connection to it using the webcam web interface log in with the administrator: and the first thing you have to do (on all your
cameras) is create a new user with an admin privalages, just incase you forgot the admin password or have a problem with it in the future. Small side of the note: After resetting my camera, I found that Dahua software can not find it in my network, which is 192.168.0.x, not the camera 192.168.1.x range. To fix this I had to change my
laptop's IP address to the 192.168.1.x range and then the software took the camera, I then changed the IP address camera that out of my network and everything was a good 6. Now that you're sure your camera is successfully reset, put it all back together and work. It all sounds very long windward, and believe me, trying to acquire all of
the above knowledge took a lot of tinkering, but if you follow the instructions you do in about 30 minutes. Good luck. Hy, I have to open the camera, but reset No nothing!!! I have a dahua 4300s v2 and I forgot the admin password (I just checked another password in the forum Please help me Thank Alberto Hy, I opened the reset button no
!!! I have dahua 4300s v2 and I forgot the password of the administrator (I just checked another password in the forum Hello Alberto, Instructions for 4300C not S. You were looking for a factory to reset this camera? I just found this link which mentions there is a reset button near the lens. I just found this link which mentions there is a reset
button near the lens. and you'll see the reset button that only applies to v1, which is pretty old at the moment and probably isn't sold anymore. v2 doesn't have a reset button on this printed board. I'm in the same boat with the same cameras. It doesn't take what I think should be a password and there is no obvious way to reset it. I
contacted a Chinese seller hoping they could provide me with instructions. There has to be some way to do a reset without entering the camera. UPDATE: In my case I added a Blue Iris camera and was able to extract passwords from this software. They are not stored in plain text, but are quite easily extracted. In BI they are stored in the
registry under here: HKLM-Software-Promising softwareBlue Iris-Cameras-Camera Name'ippw Then if you take this value and enter it here: it will give you a password. Still don't know about any kind of relief without a password - will update if I hear anything positive back from the seller. UPDATE #2: According to the seller there is no way
to reset it other than sending it to Dahua. Last edited by moderator: January 2, 2016 OK managed to fix it. I had a Chinese seller online and he explained that I needed to open the camera and find the reset switch. Did it and everything was set back to the factory by default. The only pain was that I then had to take the camera off my
network, adjust my laptop to be on the same 192.168.1.1.x network as the camera before I could change my IP address to the one I wanted. Please tell me how you managed to reset it, I want to know the detailed steps, or if you have a PDF or image for that. Step 1. Open the camera up Step 2. Find the hidden Step 3 reset switch. Press
the switch and hold, providing power until the camera loads. The specifics 1 and 2 are unique to each device, not documented. You have to understand this part on your own, good luck. taking things apart easily, putting them back together is CCTV Super Password, in the android game store. Hello everyone, does anyone know how to
reset the password dahua ipc hdw4431C-A?. This camera does not have a reset switch inside Hello All, Does anyone know how to reset the password dahua ipc hdw4431C-A?. This camera doesn't have a reset switch in Do you open/disassemble the camera? It should be on the corner of one of the circuit boards inside. Yes, this camera
does not have a reset switch it will have pads, what you will have physically short Page 2 you got access to the circuit boards inside, or just looking outside? Well, your photos appeared just as I was posting my question. Chances are, cutting together two contacts can do the trick. Let me take a closer look at your photos. If I guessed, I'd
check out the two contact holes pro number 1 and 2 in your first picture. Use the counter and measure each contact hole on the ground. If there is no voltage, you can try closing contact hole 1 to contact hole 2 when applying power to the camera. Good luck!! The second option would be to connect the USB-serial cable to four contact
holes next to the contact hole 2. You can get the default root shell when the camera is loaded. Then the Linux passwd team will let you reset things. Last edited: March 26, 2017 ok thanks. I'm going to try the options one by one, starting with the first one. I report back after the first. thnx again 3.3 volts on Contact 1 and 0 on Contact 2 you
genius!!! Thank you very much. shortening two contacts did the Genius trick? No. I'm a few points smaller. But I love hacking on hardware, and this one looked pretty easy. Glad to hear you got to sort it out!!! Is there a way to reset the dahua camera passwprd without opening the camera? I mean, can I reset my password with software?
Confirmed reset procedure on Dahua IPC-HDW4300S -V2, two pins marked 1.2 next to the battery, thank you. Hi there - you guys have better vision, then me exactly like the pin holes are tiny. Is it just a case of putting a little wire between the contact hole 1 and 2 to the short? Thanks in advance, if it doesn't have a switch, it's usually 2
circular vials that are close to each other. ResetIPCamera - Dahua Wiki (one of the photos is wrong) For best results, disable then connect the reset contacts for about 30 seconds, starting with re-applying the power. hello guys, I need help, please. how can I reset my IR-dome camera model IPC-D1B40N, it doesn't have a reset switch on
the inside of the camera I've already disassembled it. Please help the guys camera produced by Dahua I want to reset it without disturbing them haha thanks to having the power disconnected, connect the wire between vias 1 and 2 in red below. While the wire is connected between 1 and 2, apply power. Keep the wire in touch for at least
30 seconds. It often takes some time to reset and restart Firmware. Good luck! Hello! I have to reset on the IPC-HFW2300 I camera, which doesn't have a reset button. Any idea what pins do I need briefly? Short? dahua ip camera password reset tool download
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